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12:30 – 3:30

AS A CHILD I DREW LIKE RAPHAEL BUT IT HAS TAKEN ME A LIFETIME TO DRAW LIKE A
CHILD. PABLO PICASSO
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A FROG'S TALE
I love frogs. Last fall, while designing a watercolor of a tiny green frog
sitting on a yellow daisy, I suddenly had a dangerous thought: would this
painting sell? Gee, here I go again, letting the market drive my choice of
subjects. Bad idea?
It's a quandary. And I doubt that I'm the only one facing it. Whenever I plan
a new painting, that question arises: “Who will view this, and where? What
type of art do they like? Is there a market for frog art?”
After years displaying my work at PAL venues, I sense a trend among our
North Kitsap audiences: they SEEM to favor subjects they can relate to. In
fact, if you walk into any local gallery, you'll notice that most paintings
showcase something recognizable, such as scenery, wildlife, northwest
landmarks, local flowers, boats, and so on, most rendered in a fairly
realistic style...not that many abstracts. Does this provide a clue regarding
what sells in our area? And hey, should we even CARE?
Some of us find appreciative audiences among friends and family, who
welcome our pictures as gifts...a wonderful way to share a part of our
creative selves. Also, I think all members simply enjoy having our efforts
SEEN by the public at our many venues; that alone keeps us painting,
whether or not we sell.
But still, when I'm tempted to try a looser, abstract style, up crawls that
same nagging question: will the results find a local buyer? Or, should I
paint simply for the love of it, and not give a hoot if anyone else likes the
results? After all, I'm having fun, right? The creative juices are
flowing! (But oh my! I AM running out of wall space at home!)

PAL Ponderings
PAL Ponderings by Vice President Bill Fulton

A wise person once said, “The eye is the lamp of the body.” For those of us who are visual
people, our sight is our most powerful sense. We sense color, shape, texture and line more
vividly than most people, and visual sensations create strong emotional reactions for us.
Last week I couldn't help complimenting a friend on her bright cranberry sweater paired with a peach and
grape scarf. The colors were just so delicious, I felt like I was having a sherbet ice cream cone! Have you ever
walked into a room that a talented interior designer has prepared? The color combinations can surround you
with a sense of peace, or an electric energy, or soothing comfort. Or it can work the opposite way: recently I
was in the lobby of an auto body shop. Their chosen décor consisted of metallic gray and black surfaces with
chrome highlights. I felt slightly ill.
Visual people often have emotional reactions to color. A certain purple evokes sadness. Yellow brightens me
up. A warm gray makes me feel at peace. Two colors together that play off each other can make me feel
energized. Other colors or color combinations bring me down. It's no wonder that your watercolor palette is so
personal.
If you're a visual person, you're more strongly affected by visual input than other people. When I read a book,
I'll often remember certain passages by their location on the page. “Oh, yes, that sentence was near the
bottom of the left-hand page, just after a paragraph break.” Often I'll “see” the word in partially completed
crossword puzzle squares before I even read the clue.
Visual people are seized by their visual surroundings. Sometimes I’ll see a scene and it immediately translates
itself into a watercolor painting in my mind. I want to stop right there and set up my easel. Or I’ll see a bank of
clouds and start figuring what colors and washes would imitate it best. Or a copse of trees in the sunlight
against a dark background just begs to be painted.
Have you ever come across a strong face that says, “Draw me”? The character of the personality in the eyes,
nose and lips; the architecture of the eye sockets, the cheekbones and the chin, just demand a response from
the artist within.
There are all kinds of visual people. Painters, of course, but also graphic artists, sculptors, illustrators, interior
designers, photographers, printers, architects, fabric artists, and, thankfully, those who appreciate art and buy
art.
Good art helps ordinary people see what visual people see. It opens up a new dimension of reality and brings
new insights and awareness. Aren’t you glad you’re a visual person?

Current Exhibits and Sales
Poulsbo City Hall ~ various members Contact: Nancy Sefton Lisa Stowers recently sold a 3 panel
painting.
Central Market in Poulsbo ~ various members Contact: Richard Daugherty or Maggie Huft. Donna
Russell has recently sold two paintings....
Jak’s ~ various members ~ Contact: Mary Saurdiff and Marge Keeton. Donna Russell sold 2
paintings and Libby Anderson sold one.
Edward Jones Building~ various members Nancy Sefton has recently sold two paintings at this
venue and Liz Haney, one.
Poulsbo Library ~ various members Contact: Maggie Huft, Libby Anderson
Ildiko Deaky has her work on display at Liberty Bay Gallery in Poulsbo, on an ongoing basis.
**If you are exhibiting anywhere and would like to have it listed here, you need to let the
secretary know at least by the last week of the month. Also – if you have a show that closes,
please let me know so I can remove it from the newsletter.

Venue

Collect Art

Hang Art

Return Art

Central Market

January 18

January 21

January 25

Jak’s

TBA

TBA

January 4

Edward Jones

TBA

TBA

TBA

Poulsbo Library

new January 11

TBA

Old January 11

City Hall

Feb 11

City Hall/Demos/Art Classes
New City Hall Hanging Dates
A partial art exchange at City Hall has been moved to mid-February. Here are the steps if you wish to take
part:
1. If you already have art at this venue, you may leave it there. If you don't remember what's there, Nancy S.
will bring the current art inventory list to the next few PAL meetings; or simply check with her via email or
phone. If you want it back, let Nancy know BEFORE Feb. 15th; it will be returned to you at the Feb. 22nd
meeting.
2. Any new art you'd like to hang at City Hall in Feb: bring it to the PAL meeting on Feb. 15th. This exhibit is
open to all members, new and old. The Mayor asks that the subject matter be local, i.e. nature, buildings,
boats, etc. Several members have sold pictures from this venue. Place the usual PAL card on your painting,
with your contact info; but NO PRICE, please. As usual, hanging wire is a must.

PAL Demonstrations
Let's have more! We have new members with special skills, and old members who have a variety of artistic
techniques to share. I'll start the ball rolling sometime in March with a 20 min. demonstration on “Creative
Watercolor Backgrounds”, and I invite other members to come up with Demos of their own. Your PAL Board
has decided that we should stage one about every 3 mo., so let's do it!! PLEIN AIRE:( That means "Let's go
outdoors and paint!!"). Next July or August, we'll plan another Plein Aire event. Your Board members suggest
a Barn. Does anyone have a picturesque barn in mind that's not too far away, where the owners would allow
us to trespass and paint?

Art Classes
PAL members Julia Turk and Nancy Sefton have openings in their classes offered through the
Poulsbo Parks and Recreation Department. (www.cityofpoulsbo.com)
Julia Turk is teaching
Yes! You Can Draw!
Wednesdays Feb 22-Apr 12 6:00-8:30 PM
Nancy Sefton is teaching:
Intermediate Watercolor
Mondays Feb 6-March 6 12:30-2:30
(No class on Feb. 20)

Watercolorist John Adams Workshop
Those attending this workshop experienced the color mixing technique and a demonstration of a barn
landscape. Several mentioned seeing if we can set up a four session class with John in the near
future, hopefully at the church. If you are interested, contact Libby Anderson.

Acrylic Lessons
Erica Nordean, a nationally recognized acrylic artist, is now giving one-on-one lessons for those who would like
to try a new medium and/or loosen up their style toward obtaining slightly more abstract effects.
Erica's studio is across from Kiana Lodge, and her contact info. is ericanordean@yahoo.com. She has several
web sites under her name. Check with Nancy S. for more details.

Featuring a PAL Artist

Donna Russell
An Army brat, Donna has lived in France and Germany, later New Mexico, Utah, Missouri, Arizona, and
Texas. As a child, she drew things often, but like some of us, in college she lacked the confidence to
major in art, eventually becoming a teacher.
Donna took up oil painting in 2012, but eventually tried watercolor and fell in love. Tackling portraits
proved difficult, but we've all seen how well these have turned out, since Donna uses fellow PAL
members as subjects! She prefers spontaneous portraits that capture a moment in time, as opposed to
formal ones.
Donna draws inspiration from the French Impressionists. Her landscapes are intended to capture the
Pacific Northwest in this style. When it comes to animals, another favorite subject, she wants them to
look the viewer in the eye and proclaim “I exist too, and we are kin!”
She has recently returned to oils and prefers them to acrylics; for her, oils foster a looser style of
painting. At a Katherine Gill workshop in Bremerton last year, Donna met several PAL members and
thus decided to join us. She has learned by watching and talking to other PAL artists, and looks forward
to every meeting. Thanks, Donna!

